
 
 

Dedication of Building – September 7, 2017 

Bart Baldwin, Head of School 

Now this is the way to start a school year! A little coffee; a little juice; some delicious 
home-baked snacks. And oh yes, a spectacular new addition and completely renewed 
spaces for a building bathed in light and nestled in a lush garden.   

Ten years ago, when we started envisioning how St. Luke’s might build, adapt, and 
thrive, a parent commented, “I want us to be the best school for the right reasons!” Five 
years ago, when we started envisioning this building, architect Andrew Bartle created an 
artistic metaphor in which our current building looked something like a caterpillar, and 
then became cocooned in a chrysalis of scaffolding, only to emerge fully formed and 
new – yet also supported by the structures which have always been there. 

It seems that we – faculty and staff, students, and parents – have all undergone this 
metamorphosis. And let me extend that metaphor just a bit. You know the creation of a 
butterfly is not the end of a metamorphosis. Rather, it is just the platform to launch these 
new and renewed creatures so that they can begin their journey populating the world 
and pollinating flowers. 

And so, I am truly excited for what we have built – and I will be eternally grateful for the 
role each and every one of you played in its creation, but I am even more excited that 
this addition, this renovation, and this expansion is also a launching pad for what we will 
build together – beginning today, with the children in this room. 

1. Leadership: Mary Ann Hoffman, Lauren Mazzari, the faculty and I are 
passionate about helping each child find his or her voice as a leader. Some of 
our students will lead from the front; others will collaborate and lead collectively; 
and still others might choose to lead quietly by remaining true to their values and 
principles. Nonetheless, we will build a leadership program that is part of our 
curriculum and part of the way we live together in community. In fact, we already 
have begun this. Many of you were offered tours of our building by some of our 
Grade 7 and 8 students. They reported that leading adults on a tour was hard. 
 
“They won’t do what I ask, Mr. Baldwin,” more than one child said.  “They stop to 
talk to teachers, they won’t leave classrooms – they won’t stay with the group!”   
 
“It’s hard to lead,” I agreed. 
 
Jameira then said, “Mr. Baldwin, I started at the top of the staircase with six 
adults and by the time I got to the bottom, I only had two. I lost four adults on the 



 

staircase. I kept running back up to find them. It turns out that they chose to go 
down another staircase! They just do what they want!” 
 
So, we will continue to work together to give children the chance to lead – when 
it’s easy like working on simple projects, and even when it is hard, and you have 
to lead adults! 
 

2. Solving Problems: The lifelong skill that serves students best in school and as 
they move into the world is the confidence to embrace problems and not be 
daunted by them; to realize that sometimes to move forward you have to fix the 
problem yourself. Our students will have the confidence to do just that. 
 
We are thrilled beyond belief that our project is opening on time and has been 
completed on budget. Truly a modern miracle. But it has not been without 
frustration. Most recently, some shelving we had custom designed for our new art 
room arrived and was incorrect. Replacing the order would delay the completion 
of the art room by weeks. So we had to fix it ourselves. But no one knew how.  
Time moved on and the art room still wasn’t ready. Finally, I asked Nancy, our 
esteemed art teacher, how it was going.   
 
“All right, I guess. There some meeting in the art room with all the big muckety 
mucks, so I am staying out of there.” 
 
I wandered down the hall. It turns out that the big muckety mucks were not 
meeting. They were working. Our project manager Chris Norfleet had brought his 
tools from home. He was joined by his assistant Miguel Olivares and our project 
architect Sean Auyeung, and they spent the morning adapting our shelves. And 
the room opened on time. 
 
Whether tackling issues as simple as shelving or complex as analytical research, 
advanced mathematics, or scientific theory, our students learn to bring their tools, 
to dive in, and to deal with the issue in front of them because there is nothing so 
wrong that hard work and perseverance can’t make it better. 
 
Let us now build that together. 
 

3. And finally, let us build a school that helps children become adults who know 
when to compromise and when to hold fast. I can’t think of a greater need in our 
world than a determination to hold fast to principles and values and an 
awareness that every victory, every win is a result of a compromise or two. 

This building – which is a win of which we are all proud – is a compromise. As 
you may know, the original cost of our vision was more than $30,000,000. We 



 

knew we could pay for about $25,000,000 of that. And so the compromises 
began – and this is a better building for it.  

We had deep discussions about what was non-negotiable. No compromise would 
be allowed to limit our children’s educational experience, nothing built would 
duplicate an existing facility, and learning and spaces for children would always 
win out over creature comforts. 

So, we chose to renovate our old gym into a black box rather than a full theater 
conversion. We delayed the rooftop play field since we had access to full use of 
our playground for a few more years, and we gave up the idea of a centralized 
HVAC system. Instead, we have a huge gym, a second science lab, a larger 
music room and on-site dance studio, more learning resource rooms and 
breakout spaces, and more access to the latest technology. 

And while some of those gives were a little painful, none was hard – for every 
decision was about supporting children and serving our values. 

And that mindset continues as our teachers chose to meet to talk about how the 
discord in our country would, could, and should be addressed in the classroom.  
What values need to be reinforced, what skills need to be honed, what behaviors 
need to be cultivated so that our students become engaged citizens? In short, 
how can the adults in this room work together to help students realize that 
progress requires compromise, but integrity often forbids it? 

And so, our building becomes a launching pad for this. 

I have been told that when I get excited I talk quickly, and I know I am talking quickly 
now. But it is for one simple reason. The joy of dedicating this building is not just a 
celebration of what has been erected, but also an aspiration of what we will continue to 
build together.   

And so, let us truly and justly celebrate this amazing success and all that it represents, 
but then let us begin today, at this moment, in this room, to build again – not a structure, 
but a culture, knowing that there is no project more important. 


